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Dozens of mind-changing substances, including herbs, seeds, powders and extracts from plants, are now on sale online. And selling most of these substances doesn't break federal drug laws. To learn more about these substances, PC World went shopping online and bought nearly two dozen psychoactive products. Editor Ed Albro tells
us what we found. To read our full package, click to see travel: dangerous drugs thrive online. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in the article, we may get a small commission. For more information, please visit our Affiliate Link Policy. March 25, 2017 5:05 a.m. Opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors are
unique. Standing in front of the camera is very intimidating, but it doesn't have to be. Use these four hands-on steps to create engaging business videos that resonate with your audience. Develop a script. One way you can avoid camera stage fear is to develop a script before you press that record button. Developing scripts for business
videos sounds a lot more fanciful than that. Basically, the goal of writing a script is not to develop elaborate essays. Rather, it's about creating a detailed outline of the bullet points you want to mention in the video. So how do you actually write a script? Well, the first step is to come up with an idea for your specific topic. Start writing down
the details of your topic's support without worrying about forms or layouts. Have a satisfactory amount of support details and start working on the layout. Related: It's a good habit to start with the main message you're trying to tell you how to create a video to sell without selling, and then start flowing into the details of your support. Once
you've come up with all the ideas, organize them in a way that makes sense to your audience. Take your organized ideas and start laying them out in script form. But remember that this is not an essay. I want to make sure that this script is uttered fluently. Read the current script to the level. If you come across a part that doesn't feel
natural, make adjustments. See your best on camera. One of the reasons many people are worried about getting on camera is because they are worried about what they look like and how they are perceived. Here are a couple of tricks to make sure you look the best on camera to eliminate unnecessary anxiety. One of the things to look
out for when shooting videos is the quality of the light in the image. Many people new to video overlook this simple yet important detail. A cost-effective way to increase the quality of light is to shoot your video next to the window to use natural sunlight on your face, as nothing is better than the quality of natural sunlight. Related: Six steps
to creating the perfect marketing video (infographic) If using sunlight is not an option, find a couple of light sources around your office or home. Find multiple lamps and try to use them to light up both sides of your face.Even light is the key. Another mistake many new video creators make is that they don't focus on framing shots. Just
because your eyes and mouth are in the frame of your camera doesn't mean your shots look good. Try keeping the camera at eye level. If you're using a webcam on your laptop, do what you can to raise your laptop webcam to eye level. The biggest advantage of shooting your video in this way is to get rid of the unflattering double chin.
Editing a video requires removing long pauses, otherwise it increases production value. However, video platforms such as Facebook Live, Snapchat and Instagram Stories are growing in popularity, and viewers are drawn to the video's natural, raw appearance. If you want to edit videos, video beginners should start with iMovie if they're
using a PC, mac or Windows Movie Maker. During editing, there may be many areas that need to be cut. A great way to cover up your edits is to use additional footage called a B-roll. Take this additional footage and play it on the cut to make them less noticeable. Related: How to start YouTube Channel 4. Upload and optimize for search.
As entrepreneurs, we need to focus on creating a voice for ourselves and our business. One of the best ways to do it is found in organic search. If you want to find a video in your search, you'll need to upload it to YouTube. YouTube is owned by Google, the world's largest search engine. In other words, Google's algorithms are biased
towards YouTube videos, so YouTube is where it should be. But don't upload a video and think you'll find it by thousands of people. All you need to do is optimize your YouTube videos. The best way to do this is to use Google's Keyword Planner to do keyword research. Come up with keyword ideas around topics that are getting the most
traffic on Google. This is the data that the YouTube algorithm uses to determine where to rank videos in search. December 9, 2013 3 min Open The opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors are unique. Is it just me, or do I notice the average branding and marketing strategy in the online field? I wonder what. If you want to be
great, being average is not going to cut it. Here RSS #insert#so many entrepreneurs and business owners are aiming for elite status, but they don't have the authority to make it happen. And the best way to set yourself up to win in your business is to become an authority in your industry. What does that mean? Most of the top authorities
get more leads, consistent clients and have higher rates and endless demand, along with countless opportunities knocking on their doorsteps. Here are eight important things if you want to get thereDo it now to become an authority online: Here's a breakdown of the eight keys to becoming an authority in your industry online: 1. Make sure
you know yours like the back of your hand, because fakes that know your expertise will always be sniffed out. 2. It's easy to self-publish on kindle, so write a book that everyone has a book with these days. If you don't have a book, it will have people second guessing your expertise. 3. Build an authority site (invest in design) This doesn't
necessarily mean you have to go overboard with the perfect design. It really means that you focus on the layout and the flow of the site so that users can easily feel at home when they arrive. 4. Boring content of memorable, shareable content sucks, and no one wants to read or share it. Create something spectacular that people can't wait
to share first. 5. Introduced in the media In magazines/newspapers that you hear often on the radio when you see someone on TV, they don't ride them by accident because it has the value and expertise to add to the segment. Work your way up to take up as often as possible. 6. Guest Posts I like the idea of being everywhere and a great
way to get started is with guest posts on all the permissions sites in your industry. Connections with influencers are not just for them, but if you do, add massive value and promote them so that you quickly become a champion of their network. Speaking at an event This is not mandatory, but it helps that people attending and speaking to
events tend to reach out to the pulse of the industry. Videos are no longer just cats and dogs. Today, more organizations are looking to video to tell their stories, get word on new products and services, and even recruit employees. How does your business benefit from video? The .com CIO was examined by dozens of business managers,
owners and video professionals. Here are the top 8 tips on where and how to use video for your business. 1. Attract new customers If your service or product is particularly innovative or simply requires an explanation for new customers to understand it, it's important to have an instruction video on the homepage, says Lauren Glad,
marketing manager at 99designs, a graphic design market that connects customers with graphic designers. [Related: How to add videos, images to linkedIn profiles] To highlight the contest model of a business in which multiple designers compete to win clients, 99designs created a video titled How It Works in 60 Seconds and posted it on
its homepage. Videos can also set you away from competition by explaining to prospective customers the benefits of using competing products and services. For example, mortgage company Guarantee Rate posted this video explaining the business to customers. 2. Announcing new products and service videos is a great way to get
words and generate new product and service buzz,Claudia Bianchi, chief marketing officer of Axceler, a provider of enterprise collaboration governance, management and migration solutions. [Related: How to work video marketing for your business] The fun and cheeky tone of the video to launch the latest product ViewPoint Enterprise
cut the noise of other dry product announcements and encouraged viewers to visit the product's homepage to learn more, she says. Since its launch, we've received positive feedback from prospects and analysts, and videos have received a lot of views on YouTube. Recruiting new hires Finding the best employees is the most important
feature of any company, says Melissa Samidor, marketing manager at LatentView Analytics. Recruitment videos that introduce employees and promote the culture of the company can be very influential To boost its recruitment efforts, LatentView created this engaging video that helped increase the applicant pool ten-time. 4. Educating
customers, Video is a great tool for demonstrating how to use products and services, and in many cases can convey more information faster than photos or written descriptions, says Alex Grassy, CEO of StratPad, a strategic business planning app for entrepreneurs. In a recent survey, we said our customers needed help understanding
their financial statements, says Glassey. He then created a series of short videos, I Briefly Made Financial Statements, describing statements of income, balance sheets and cash flow, featured not only on stratPad's website, but also on YouTube and Udemy. We want to simplify business planning, says Grassy. Video has been another
funnel to enhance that message and attract new customers. Similarly, for Sarah Yomber, creator and founder of HipKNOTies, a line of multipurpose garments, it was very important to use video to educate her customers. They're always surprised when I'm in front of people and hipKNOTies have the ability to physically show how they can
change from one style to another, she says. But I can't always be anywhere. That's why video contributed to hipKNOTies' overwhelming success. You can watch her how-to video here. Some people say that a photo is worth a thousand words, but I believe the video deserves millions of dollars in sales, says Yonover. 5. Employee
education and training videos are also a great way to share information with employees, says Carly Ramirez, social media manager at Mortgage Company Guarantee Rate. We send video tips every day to teach our employees and real estate agents how to grow and sell their businesses using social media, mobile apps and useful
websites, ramirez says. I've found that people are very visual and our audience loves being able to read plain text as well as follow video tutorials, she says. For example, the company asked, Call Me, maybe? Posted a video spoof highlighting some of the company's most importantVideo tips to introduce real estate agents to new or
popular apps to increase leads and sales. Video also helps companies expand their training, says Javier Pérez-Karam, founder of storytelling and production company Green Carrot. Instead of having one-on-one training, business owners can make sure that all new hires and contractors have the ability to learn from one source and
review it back at any time. Delivering video effectively requires both informational and attractiveness, not too long, Perez-Karam said. 6. Tell your customers stories Customer testimonials in the form of videos provide an easy way to validate your business, says Lauren Hill, video production specialist at Volusion, a provider of e-commerce
software and shopping cart solutions. Not only do they build a positive buzz about you, but customer success videos also highlight why someone should be interested in your organization and create an element of social evidence, she says. But you need to be careful about how you tackle customer testimony, Hill said. Some may be off as
real. By getting someone else to sing your praises (as the founder of You Small did in this video), we create a level of transparency that will help customers see why it's a business worth coming back to. Grad of 99designs says the video testimonials add a higher level of depth. Video customer testimonials (like this from startup Grind) tell
prospective customers much more than quotes and case studies, she says. And by happy customers singing your praises in their own words, the video helps build trust. You can also show who your target demographics are and how your company is doing to them. 7. Best Practice Sharing We gather hundreds of Walmart suppliers from
all over the world every week to create communities for our clients using both live and recorded video and share best practices, says Matt Fiffer, co-founder of 8th &amp; Watton, an education and consulting firm. [Such] videos have been a very popular and effective medium for us because our clients are usually very busy throughout the
week and often prefer to catch up during non-opening hours. 8. While many companies that keep remote employees connected already use video conferencing and webinars to stay connected, video is a great way to strengthen corporate culture in-house, says Brad Jefferson, CEO and co-founder of online video production service
Animoto. Videos can create a sense of shared community, especially when employees work in different locations, as in this video in which Animoto introduces him to opening an office in San Francisco or volunteering for the company. Do you know another great way companies can use videos? Jennifer Ronoff SchiffCIO .com to the
community, running a marketing communications company and helping organizations better interact with customers, employees and partners. 2013 IDG ©. Co., Ltd.
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